
1Report. 

SEOOND REPORT OF THE· OOMMITTEE ON THE PHYSIO" 
LOGICAL EFFEOTS OF FOOD, TRAINING, AND OLOTHING 
ON THE SOLDIER. 

ON THE PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF MARCHING. 

THE capacity to march long distances without undue fatigue or distress 
is an essential qualification of a good soldier. Upon this point all authori
ties are agreed. Marching implies not only walking in step with other 
men, but the carrying of a load so arranged that the soldier always has 
his arms free for the use of his rifle, "and can, if it be necessary, march 
at the double. These conditions make marching a much more severe 
exercise than ordinary walking. The~e are also other adverse factors, 
such as marching in the ranks and in clothing and equipment not 
especially adapted for muscular work. It is necessary, therefore, to 
study the physiological effects of marching in relation to load and cloth
ing, and to determine how far the adverse conditions can be minimised, 
for in most cases they cannot be removed owing to the exigencies of 
warfare. In addition to these there are external conditions which are 
beyond control; the most important of these are temperature, moisture, 
wind, dust, and the nature of the country traversed. 

It is recognised that fatigue or distress during marching diminishes the 
fighting capacity of the soldier, even apart from any subsequent impair
ment of his physique; a soldier directly after a trying march is unable to 
shoot well, for there,is constantly seen under such conditions a trembling 
movement of the han!is which cannot readily be controlled. The causes 
of this inco-ordination are unknown and require investigation. 

The physiology of marching has not been the subject of manyexperi
ments, and in order to obtain reliable data a. series of observations have 
been carried out as part of the work of the Oommittee. Experiments 
were made upon soldiers of the Royal Army Medical Oorps, 1st Battalion 
Yorkshire Regiment, 1st Battalion Irish Fusiliers, and Spectator Experi
mental Oompany at Aldershot, and also upon ex-volunteers in the Physio
logical Laboratory of Guy's Hospital. More stress is laid upon the former 

. series, for in the laboratory it is impossible to make the conditions similar 
to those under which the soldier works. At Aldershot the marching was 
carried out on the country roads, and as far as possible under the ordinary 
regulations for dress, pace, and halts. In order that the observations 
might be more complete, one member of the Oommittee joined in the 
marching of the men of the 1st Battalion Yorkshire Regiment and 1st 
Battalion Irish Fusiliers, under conditions of clothing and equipment 
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~12 Physiological Effects of, Food, g-c., on the Soldier 

similar to those of the private soldier. The observatio~s included the 
determination of the weight of the men, the weight of the clothes and 
equipment, the pulse, the blood-pressure, the rectal temperature, and 
the surface temperature· of the face, wrist, and cheek, before and after 
marching. 

The.marches were performed in summer, winter, and spring, in order 
that the influence of external conditions, such as temperature and moisture, 
might be determined. 

It will be unnecessary to give here the data of the numerous observa,
tions, which number several hundreds; typical examples are given in the 
Appendix to this report. 

The experiments were made in several series, and the results can 
most readily be arranged under the following headings :-

(1) Individual variations in the temperature and pulse of soldiers at 
rest. 

(2) Individual variations in the temperature and pulse of soldiers after 
marching. 

(3) Influence of marching without any load upon the temperature, loss 
of moisture, and pulse. 

(4) Influence of marching with different loads upon the temperature, 
loss of moisture, and pulse. 

(5) Influence of marching with similar loads, but under different 
conditions of external temperature, moisture, and wind. 

(6) Influence of marching in different clothing. 
(7) Influence of practice upon the effects produced by marching. 
(8) Influence of smoking upon the effects produced by marching. 
(9) Influence of drinking upon the effects produced by marching. 
(10) Influence of halts upon the rapidity of recovery from the effects 

of marching. 
In addition, the Oommittee made observations upon Regulars and 

Volunteers during manCBuvres at Salisbury Plain and Ohichester during 
the summer of 1906. 

In the first place, the Oommittee consider it necessary to point out 
tha,t in any investigation upon the influence of marching upon the soldier, 
it is imperative to recognise the extent of the individual differences which 
are present in the temperature and pulse of healthy men even during rest. 
One healthy man may have a pulse and temperature which would be 
abnQrma,1 in another man; there is a marked personal equation, and it 
is unsafe to define so-called normal pulse-rates and temperatures too 
rigidly. This applies with equal force to the conditions after marching. 

One of the most important results of the experiments is the conclusive 
proof that the temperature of the body is raised considerably by marching. 
This has not been generally recognised, and is an important factor in the 
causation' of heatstroke, and the minor condition of exhaustion which 
causes men to fall out on the line of march. A rise of internal tem-
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Physiological E.ffects of Food, g-c., on the Soldi61' 213 

perature to a certain extent during muscular work is normal and probably 
advantageous, but if the external conditions, such as temperature and 
moisture, are unfavourable for the loss of heat, this physiological rise of 
temperature may be exceeded, and detrimental and even fatal effect;; 
follow. No abnormal results were observed when the rectal temperature 
of some of the men reached 102° F., but above that point, inefficiency 
and a rapid and irregular pulse were observed. The conditions which 
determine the rise of temperature during a march are chiefly the tem
perature and the moisture of the air, and the effectiveness of the evapora
tion of sweat from the clothes and body of the soldier; in the next place 
should be, mentioned the influence of practice in marching and the carrying 
of a load. As an example of the importance of sweating an experiment 
may be given. Five men during a march of 7 miles in drill order lost 
by evaporation an average of over 3 'pints of water (1,816 grammes), the 
maximum loss being over 4 pints (2,390 grammes) and the minimum over 
2 pints (1,200 grammes). Notwithstanding the "loss by evaporation, their 
clothes were damp, the greatest gain of moisture being about 1 pint (640 
grammes), the mininlum about 2 ounces (60 grammes), and the average 
about t pint (320 grammes). It was a hot day in September, when the 
temperature of the air by the dry and wet bulb thermometers was 79° 
and 67° F. respectively, and there was at times a south-west breeze. 
The evaporation of sweat is ~he chief way in which a man cools his 
body when he gets hot. For this to be effective there must be free 
contact with the ail'. The evaporation depends upon the difference 
between the temperature and moisture of the man's skin and clothes 
and the temperature and moisture of the external air. The condition 
of the external air is largely beyond control, but it is possible to favour 
the evaporation from the clothes and body by opening the jacket and 
allowing the moisture to escape. 

A civilian takes off his coat, turns up his shirt-sleeves, and opens 
his shirt at the neck when he is working on a hot day. The custom 
in the army appears to be the exact opposite; the soldier marches with 
his jacket buttoned up to the neck and confined by a belt and by straps 
across the chest, and only takes off his coat and opens his shirt when 
he reaches camp and his hard work is over. The reason for this appears 
to be unnecessary regard for appearances or smartness on the line of 
march. ,The practical result is inefficiency. The soldier is made to 
sweat for a given amount of work more than is necessary. Perfectly 
free evaporation mm only proceed from the jacket after the shirt has 
been soaked. The cooling effect is thus delayed, so that the temperature, 
of the body in the meanwhile rises; great discomfort is caused, and a 
much larger quantity of moisture must be lost to produce a given cooling 
effect than would be required if the evaporation proceeded directly from 
the opened shirt and partly exposed skin. A healthy body maintains its 
percentage of water at a very constant level, ana the soldier must replace 
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214 Physiological Effects of Food, g-c., on the Soldier 

any excessive loss. The loss of moisture produces a thirst which must 
be and -is satisfied, and unfortunately not always from the most suitable 
source. 

Experiments confirmed the conclusions drawn from everyday experi
ence; the free exposure of the shirt saved the body a loss of about a pint 
of water during a march of 7 miles in two hours. It is recognised that 
a soldier on active service must wear a jacket and carry a great-coat, but 
there is no reason why the jacket should not be opened if necessary, for 
there is no danger of a man catching cold when he is actively at work. 

Further experiments showed that on a hot summer's day a march 
produced on soldiers in drill order as great an effect as a similar march 
in full marching order with 100 rounds of ammunition on a cool winter's 
day. The chief adverse factors to marching are a high temperature, 
moist air, a,nd an absence of wind; these are conditions which delay the 
evaporation of sweat. A high temperature can be borne if the air is dry 
and in motion, for evaporation is favoured by such conditions. 

Load is another important factor, but all the observations show that 
its effect is subordinate to the external conditions of temperature, mois
ture, and wind. By frequent practice a man may develop his capacity 
to carry loads, but he can only raise to a limited extent his power of 
resisting the effects of a hot, moist, and stagnant air. A soldier must 
carry a load, and for this reason it is of the utmost. importance that 
the loss of heat from his body on a hot day should be facilitated by 
the opening of his jacket and shirt, so that the sweat may readily 
evaporate. 

Another point upon which the experiments throw light is the influence 
of practice upon the effects produced by marching. They show that after 
three weeks practice a trained soldier in full marching order can march 
the same distance over the same road with less fatigue than that pro
duced when he performed the first march of the series in ordinary dress. 
This beneficial influence of practice upon the untrained member of the 
Committee who joined in the marches was even more marked. The 
influence of practice upon the performance of muscular work is well 
recognised. A soldier learns to march efficiently only by marching fre
quently; he learns thereby how to accommodate himself to the demands 
of muscular work, and to carry his load with the minimum of exertion. 
The benefits of practice are obtained most readily by training of a pro
gressive nature, both as regards equipment and distance. 

The effects of a halt were also investigated, and it was found that on 
ordinary days ten minutes after a march of 3f miles in one hour were 
sufficient; after the next hour's march at the same rate and over the 
same road a longer time, about twenty minutes, was generally necessary 
for a similar decline in the pulse-rate. On a hot, damp day, with little 
wind; a longer halt in each case would be necessary. In fact, the dura
tion of the halt should depend upon the nature of the adverse conditions, 
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Physiological Effects of Food, g-c., on the Soldier 215 . 
such as temperature, moisture, absence of wind, load, want of practice, 
and rate of march. 

All light infantry and rifles march with a quick, short step; it is 
doubtful if this be economical in a physiological sense, and it is certain 
that it' is opposed to efficient co-operation with men who have been 
trained to march at the ordinary pace. 

Smoking cigarettes during the march appeared to diminish the 
efficiency of the men; the ra'te of the pulse was raised to a greater 
extent than norma~ in nearly every case, although the conditions as 
regards the length of the march, equipment, and weather were as far as 
possible the same. Moreover, in some cases trembling of the hands was 
observed. 

Drinking water before the march did not produce any definite effect, 
but the experiments have not yet been performed on hot days, and there 
is no doubt but that on a long day's march in hot weather the body must 
be supplied with water to replace the large quantity lost by sweating. 

The Committee wi;h to make the following recommendations :-
(1) That it be an instruction to Officers Commanding that the order 

shall be given to men on the march in warm weather to open the jacket 
and shirt. 

(2) That training in marching should, after the first fortnight of the 
recruit's enlistment, have the same value attached to it as physical 
trai~ing according to the terms of the manual on that subject, and that 
it should be a definite order that each young soldier should perform at 
least one march a week. The load carried and the distance traversed in 
these marches should be progressively graduated. These marches should 
not take p1ace on the same day as physical training, and should be con
tinued until the recruit is finally dismissed drill and physical training. 

(3) That smoking in the ranks should be strongly discouraged. 
It is the decided opinion of the Committee that there are two points 

of the utmost importance for (securing the efficiency of . the soldier in 
marching, and these apply especially to recruits and members of the 
Territorial Army. The first is that he m7lst have frequent practice in 
progressive marching; with reference to this the Committee wish to lay 
the greatest stress on their recommendation (2). The next is that 
inefficiency and injury to health can be greatly lessened or abolished by 
allowing free evaporation of sweat to take place through the exposure of 
the shirt and skin. The Committee are convinced that if these recom
mendations are followed a great improvement in the condition of the 
soldier during and after long marches will be obtained. 

In a subsequent report, the Committee propose to give the results of 
their observations upon equipment in relation to marching. 

r( 
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216 Pl~yl)iological Effects of Pood, Y-c., on the Soldier 

MINORITY REPORT. 

By COLONEL S. P. ROLT, INSPECTOR OF GYMNASIA. 

Whilst agreeing with the body of the report and with recommenda
tions (1) and (3), I cannot agree with recommendation (2) in the" Second 
Report" of the Committee. ' 

In the paragraph in question the relative position of physical training 
and marching does not appear to be fully appreciated. Both are equally 
important, and each has its proper place in the training of the soldier, 
as have also musketry, company training, digging, &c.The great point, 
however, that is so frequently overlooked and is not evident in the 
paragraph in question, is the fact that tbe place of physical training is
besides making the man fit for his work as a soldier in war and peace
to gradually bring him into such a state of physical fitness tbat he may 
be in a condition to derive the most benefit from his fnrther and more 
arduous training in marching, manmuvre work, digging and other duties. 

It has already been recognized by this Committee that a recruit, on 
joining, must first be fed and given time to settle down into the new 
conditions of his life, and that it will very probably take a fortnight 
to do this and to get over the effects of vaccination, &c. The Committee 
has also approved of the principle of gradual progression pervading the 
whole of his training, as well as his physical training, and has recognized 
the fact that his general training can hardly be expected to begin seriously 
until he has joined a fortnight. 

The early days of this serious training contain, besides the time 
devoted to physical ,training, a considerable amount of drill (which 
includes, of course, marching), rifle exercises, musketry exercises, barrack 
routine, lectnres, &c.; in fact, ample physical and mental work to 
keep the man fully engaged without the addition of route marching. 
After a few weeks, running training and skirmishing, which entail an 
increase in the actual physical work, are introduced, and, together with 
the physical training, are gradually increased in severity. A great 
feature in this gradual scheme of training 'is that the man is trained 
by means of physical and running training to habits of activity, besides 
gaining control and general physical development, and it is this act·ivity 
that is so badly needed by the class of man from which onr recruits are 
drawn. It is most unfortunate, but it is none the hiss true, that route 
marching tends rather the opposite way, i.e., it tends to make the man 
slow, heavy, and dull, and if introduced into the general scheme of 
training before habits of activity, energy, and alertness are considerably 
developed, it is, I submit, more likely to do harm than good, and I, there
fore, strongly protest against the recommendation to make" at least one 
march a week" compulsory during recruit training, or even recommended 
as advisable. The proper place for systematic training in marching is 
after the recruit is trained physically and is well advanced in his other 
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training. The true principles of progression are thereby much better 
fulfilled, and the result will, I am convinced, be that the soldier will be 
in the long run far better trained, a considerable amount of the recent 
" hustling" will be avoided, and the feeling of boredom occasioned by the 
monotony of constant marching will be saved. To be a good marcher if'; 
one of the most important qualifications of a foot-soldier, but it is not 
necessary that he should always be marching; a rest from this, as with 
other things, is beneficial, and it is inadvisable to commence this branch 
of training too soon. 

By adopting this line the soldier can, I am confident, be trained to be 
a better marcher and a far more efficient soldier. 

In place of recommendation (2) I recommend-
That the Infantry Training Manual should contain a section dealing 

with training in marching, putting the responsibility on Commanding 
Officers as with other training, and embodying the principle of gradual 
and easy progression a'3 regards-

(1) Distances marched. 
(2) Loads carried. 
(3) Regulating the amount and commencement of the training In 

marching according to the physical development of the men. 
(4) Considering the amount of such training with reference to 

manamvres and other work. 
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APPENDIX, 

IN THIS APPENDIX THE MORE IMPORTANT RESULTS OBTAINED DURING THE INVESTIGATION ARE GIVEN 

IN A CONDENSED FORM. 

I.-INDIVIDUAL VARIATIONS IN THE TEMPERATURE AND PULSE DURING REST. 

In any investigation upon the influence of marching upon the temperature and pulse, it is necessary to consider the individual variations 
which may be present during rest. The observations available for this purpose relate to six men of the Royal Army Medical Corps, four men 
of tbe 1st Battalion Yorkshire Regiment, four men of the 1st Battalion Irish Fusiliers, and Dr. Pembrey; fifteen men in all. The 
following table gives the chief results so arranged that the daily variation in the temperature and pulse may be taken into account. 

~ 

RECTAL TEMPERATURE " "' PULSE <n >. .0 

" ° "" m ~ -
'b§ 0 ~ .... ... ~ ... .... 

Number of men '" Time of day S S 0'" 0'" 0 ... >. S S o~ 'be.-. ~ 1-0:;:; " 0>. 0>. 0>. co>. 

"'" ~ " " "",,,, ",,,,,, 0" " " """, ,,"''' 0" 
'" "" El ~§~ .0" El El f!.~ :; t;..Oq'O 
f?~~ 

El bJlS"" bJl""" El a 'R ·s ~:S~ 'R 'S ~.~~ e·§~ 
" ... "" 
'" 

Z " ~ ~~~ ~E~ " ~ ~'E ~ ~8~ ::;: -< S ~ ~S" <1 
::;: -<13'" <1 

--------------- -- -- ---------- ------ --- ------- ---- ---- ---- -------
dogs. F. degs. F. deg~. F. dogs_ F. degs. F. 

6-R.A.M.C. .. .. .. GO 10 9-10 a:m. .. 110 55 93 GS SO 100'2 9S'G 99'9 98'9 99'3 
3 of above .. " .. G 2 2-3 p.m. oo 100 77 99 85 92 99'4 98'G 99'1 98'7 9S-9 
4-1st Batt. Yorks. .. oo 4 1 10-11 a.m. oo 90 72 90 72 78 99'6 99'4 99'6 99'4 99'5 
4-1st Batt. Yorks. oo oo 4 1 2-3 p.m. ., 100 90 100 90 93 100'1 99'4 100'1 99'4 99'S 
4-1st Batt. Yorks. and M.S.P, 50 10 10.30-11.30 a.In. 92 68 87 72 SO 100'3 98'S 100'0 99'6 99'G 
3-1st Batt. Yorks. and M.S.P. 12 3 10.30-11.30 a.m. 88 60 83 G8 75 100'3 98'8 100'1 99'2 99'G 
4 Irish Fusiliers and M.S.P. 15 3 10-11 a.m. oo 104. GO 99 65 78 100'4 99'2 100'2 99'4 99'8 
4 Irish Fusiliers . , .. 20 5 10-11 a.m. oo 104 52 95 59 7G 100'4 99'2 100'0 99'3 99'7 
3 Irish Fusiliers .. .. 3 1 8-S,30 a,m. , . SS 7G 88 76 S2 10~'0 00-2 101'0 100'2 1005 
-------------- - -- --------- -------- --- ------- -------- --------

15 i74 36 .. 110 52 93 71 81 101'0 9S'6 100'1 99'4 99'7 

These figures show that there were considerable individual differences in the rate of the pulse and rectal temperature, even when no active 
work had been performed before the observations were made. There is a marked personal equation and it is unsafe to define so-called normal 
pulse-rates and temperatures too rigidly. Some of the high figures for the pulse-rate may have been due to nervousness on the part of some 
of the men at the beginning of the series of observations. 
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II.-INDIVIDUAL VARIATIONS IN THE TEMPERATURE AND PULSE AFTER MARCHING. 

The general effects of a march will be seen by a comparison of the averages of all the observations made upon men after a march 
~ with the corresponding data for the conditions of rest. The next table gives the results for all marches, irrespective of distance, external 

temperature, clothing, and load. 

'" PULSE REOTAL TEMPERATURE 0>. 

~§ " '" t:n .... s ~~ >, 
........ 

'0 ...... >. S ........ .... ~ .... 
Number of men .t>" ° S o c >. S 000>. °00>. o~ 0>. 

si: '" p p ~S~ ",,,," ",0" P P ",,,," ",,," ,,0" 

'" S S ~.§~ M='" a .5 "'a'" M,,'" ~§~ ,,~ .t> a ." ·a ~.~.a ~ ~.g' ." ~ ..... ,.Q' ~.:::..c::: 
Z.t> 

" " 
"t:o '" " "',.,,, """ ~ <3)·0 

° );:i >"''' ~.§ ~ ~S:l ~ >"" >.- ~ ~Sa'i Z ~ ..qS" ;;: ..qS" -<s'" ---------------- -- ------- ------------ ---- ------------ ---- ----
degs. F. degs. F. degs. F. degs. F. degs. F. 

6-R.A.M.C. .. .. . . .. 245 10 150 70 115 89 101 101·8 98·8 100·8 99·8 100·3 

4-1st Battalion Yorks. .. .. 8 1 112 88 108 93 101 101·2 100·4 101·0 100·5 100·7 

4 1st Battalion Yorks. and M.S.P. 50 10 160 72 123 100 112 102·4 99·2 101·4 100·2 100·8 

3-1st Battalion Yorks. and M.S.P. 12 3 1111 72 105 85 95 100·8 99·5 100·5 99·9 100·2 

6-Spectator Company .. .. 6 1 120 93 120 93 106 102·0 100·0 102·0 100·0 101·1 

4-Irish Fusiliers and J\LS.P. .. 15 3 126 70 119 78 98 101·2 99·8 101-1 100·3 100·7 

4-Irish Fusiliers .. .' .. 20 5 126 80 112 88 101 102·1 998 101·5 100·2 100·8 

3-Irish Fusiliers .. .. . . 3 1 138 84 138 84 117 101·7 100·4 101·7 100·4 100·9 
-------------------- ------ ---- --.---------- -------- ---- ---- ----

21 359 34 160 70 118 87 104 102·4 98'8 101·4 100·2 100·7 

The above figures are certainly somewhat underestimated, for it was impossible to take all the observations immediately after the 
march; the pulse and temperature begin to fall directly the work is at an end. Precautions were taken to diminish the source of error; 
the men were directed to march up and down outside the hospital until they were wanted; but it was noted that they frequently walked 
slowly, or, in some cases, stood still or even sat down. The observations on the pulse and temperature of M.S.P., of one of the 1st Battalion 
Yorks., and of one of the 1st Battalion Irish Fusiliers were taken at once on each day, and the times of observation in the case of the other 
men were noted. 
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IlL-INFLUENCE OF MARCHING WITHOUT ANY LOAD UPON THE TEMPERATURE, Loss OF MOISTURE, AND PULSE. 

There are numerous data for the men of the Royal Army Medical Corps, but they will not be given here for the reason. that the 
marches were of different length. The following figures refer to the marching of the men of the 1st Battalion Yorkshire R~glment and 
Dr. Pembrey; the march was for 7 miles with a halt of ten minutes at tbe end of the first 3! miles; in no case was any drmk taken or 
urine passed between the times of observation. These conditions apply to all the observations on this group of men with the exception 
of three days, when the distances were different. 

,-'" INCREASE IN PULSE RISE IN RECTAL TEMPERATURE, 
0" 0 .... -"..-Number of men .D'" Average of st Average of Average of Average of Average of Average of 
:::~ Maximum Minimum maxima minima mean of Maximum Minimum maxima minima mean of 
Z.D of each day. of each day each day of each day of each day each day 0 ----------- -------- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- ----- -----

0 degs. F. deg. F. dogs. F. deg. F. deg. F. 
4-1st Battalion Yorks. 10 20 0 18 15 16 1'7 0'3 1'4 0'4 0'9 

and·M.S.P. 

Loss IN MOISTURE IN GRAMMES INCREASE IN WEIGHT OF CL01'HES IN GRAMMES 

N UUl ber of men 
Average of Average of AYerage of 

Maximum 
Average of Average of Average of 

Minimum maxima minima mean of Maximum :Minimum maxima minima mean of 
of eHch day of each day each day of each day of each day each day 

---------------- ---------------------- ---.-- ---------- ---- ------

4-1st Battalion Yorks. 1,610 650 1,255 775 .. 270 10 185 25 105 
and M.S.P. 
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IV.-INFLUENCE OF MAlICHING WITH DIFFERENT LOADS UPON THE TEMPERATURE, Loss OF MOISl'URE, AND PULSE. 

The followinct table shows, as far as possible, the influence of load. The clothing was the same in the different series and the march 
was the same in 

0 

each case; the only disturbing factor is the difference in the external temperature :-

I j 
INCREASE IN RISE IN RECTAL Loss OF MOISTURE IN INCREASE IN WEIGHT 

EXTERNAL 

'" 
~ ~ OF CLOTHING IN 

~ en ~ PULSE 'l'EMPERATURE GRAMMES 
GRAMMES TEMPERATURE 

" 
» 
" E '0 .s I 

Number of men 0" <H ;Q 
.... " 0 

.S S S S S 
" S S S S " .0 .0 00 ... " " ~".Z3 " " " co " " co " " co " " & "3 "3 .0 '" a El ~ .~ El ~ El S " El S .0 " El " ... .0 

.0 0 .~ ·s '" " 
.,. ·s " 

.,. ·s " » ..., 
S " H " ~ 

.- " ~ 
.-

" ~ 
.-

~ ~ ~ ... " " z :;:: <i ::;: <i ;;;; <i 
"" ~ z 

--- -- -- -------- ---- ------ ------- --- --- -----------
2-1st Battalion Y orks. 

degs. F. degs. F. degs. F. degs. F. degs. F. 
3 1 0 20 14 16 1'6 0'2 0'9 1,610 1,000 1,300 270 10 166 63'5 58 

and M.S.P. 
Ditto, ditto .. .. 3 1 6 48 46 47 1'8 1'2 1'0 1,850 1,200 1,600 480 122 354 69 59 

Ditto, ditto .. .. 3 1 15 40 20 33 1-5 0'7 1-1 1,550 1,160 1,400 520 100 320 59 52 

3-lst Battalion Yorks. 4 1 6 24 8 14 1'6 0'0 0'8 555 300 400 40 0 27 41 35 
and M.S.P. 

I 
Ditto, ditto .. .. 4 1 7 30 8 21 0'4 -0'5 -0'5 500 350 400 20 0 12 48 37 

Ditto, ditto .. .. 4 1 13 38 18 27 1'6 0'1 1'0 1,150 750 800 170 30 87 47 43 

Private T. .. .. 1 1 0 14 ., .. 1'0 .. .. 1,300 .. .. 270 . . . . 63'5 58 

" 
.. .. 1 1 6 46 .. . . 1'8 .. . . 2,000 .. . , 480 .. .. 69 59 

" 
.. .. 1 1 15 40 .. .. 1'5 .. . . 1,490 " .. 520 .. .. 59 52 
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V.-INFLUENCE OF MARCHING WITH SIMILAR LOADS BUT UNDER DIFFERENT CONDITIONS OF EXTERNAL TEMPERATURE, 

MOISTURE, AND WIND. 

The effect of external conditions is well shown by a comparison of the results obtained in the autumn and early spring. 

.; INCREASE IN RIRE IN RECTAL Loss OF MOISTURE INCREASJil IN WEIGHT OF EXTERNAL .. .; PULSE TEMPERATURE IN GRAMMES CLOTHES IN GRAMMES TEMPERATURE 

~ 0 

.0 '" 0", "" Number of men ..... " ,S El El El El " El .0 .0 

~:3 " " '" El '" " '" El '" '5 '5 "" bJl 0> " 
bJl e bn " " 

bO 

'" '" El S E El ~ El ~ .0 .0 
.0 0 E El S " S 
S H ''; 

~ '" '" '2 '" '" '5 i" 'R '2 C 
.., 

'" .. > < .. '" " ::;: <i .. 
~ <i cl ~ .. 

~ <i >=l ~ 
Z '" ::;: '" 

::;: 

------------ ---- --- --- -- ---- ---- ---- ---- ------ ------ --- ---- ----

3-1st Battaliou Yorks. 
degs, F. degs, F, degs, F. dp,gs. F degs. F. 

4 6 84 52 62 2'3 06 1'4 2,390 1,140 1,816 640 60 320 79 67'5 
and IvI.S,P, 

Ditto, ditto " .' 4 6 24 8 14 1'6 0'0 0'8 555 300 419 40 0 27 45 38 

Private B, " ., 1 6 48 " 
,. 1'2 " " 1,850 " 

., 460 " " 69'5 59'5 

" 
.. .. 1 6 8 .. " 0'3 " 

. , 470 .. " 40 " .. 45 38 

Private D. " " 1 6 24 " ,. 1'8 " " 1,740 " " 120 " .. 69'5 59'5 

" " ,. 1 6 12 . , , . 1'6 " 
,. 350 " .. 40 " " 45 38 

Private C, ,. 
" 1 6 38 " 

., 0'8 " 
,. 1,200 " " 90 ., " 69'5 59'5 

" " " 1 6 12 ., 
" 0'0 ., ,. 300 " " 0 " " 45 38 

M,S,P. " ,. 1 6 48 . , . . 1'7 ,. . , 1,420 ,. " 122 .. , . 69'5 59'5 

" 
., 

" 1 I 6 24 " " 0'6 ,. " 555 ., " 30 '. " 45 38 
I 
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VI.-INFLUENCE OF MARCHING IN DIFFERENT OLOTHING UPON THE TEMPERATURE, PULSE, AND Loss OF l\TOISTURE. 

The following data show the influence of clothing, especially upon the evaporation of moisture from the body :- . 

INCREASE INCREASE IN RECTAL Loss OF MOISTURE INCREASE IN WEIGHT OF 
EXTERNAL 

IN PULSE fl'J<JMPERATURE IN GRAMMES CLOTHES IN GRAMMES 
rrEMPARA· 

~'" ~ 'rURE 
05 0 

Number of men .... -
~~ 

Dress 
,,~ 

.c" S S '" S S '" 
a S '" S S '" .c .c 

lOt """ " " bJJ ~ " ~ " " bJJ " " bJJ Oi Oi 
"" ". s .§ ~ a s s S !'! a a ~ .c .c 
z$ z ." " > ." :6 .~ ·s '" ." ·s ~ > ;- i::' 0 " ~ -< oS " :iii -< " :iii 

> '" ::;: ::;: ::;: -< ::;: ::;: -< >=I i:< 
-------------------------- ------- .--------------- ---. --- --- ------

degs. degs. degs. degs. degs, 
F. F. ~'. F. F. 

4-1st Eatt. Yor:ks. 5 1 No jacket. Drill order 52 16 28 1'6 0'6 1'0 1,430 1,000 1,200 250 0 109 67 58 
and M.S.P. 

Ditto, ditto 5 1 Drill order .. .. 48 24 41 1'8 0'8 1'5 2,000 1,200 1,600 4.80 90 254. 69 59 

Private T. .. .. 1 1 Drill order. No jacket 52 .. .. 1'3 .. I . . 1,430 .. . . 250 .. . . 67 58 

" 
.. .. 1 1 Drill order .. .. 4.6 .. . . 1'8 .. .. 2,000 .. . . 4.80 " " 69 59 

PrivateE. .. .. 1 1 Drill order. No jacket 24. .. .. 0'3 .. . . 1,300 .. . . 220 . . .. 67 58 

" 
.. .. , 1 1 Drill order .. . . 4.8 .. .. 1'2 .. 

I 
.. 1,850 . . . . 4.60 . . .. 69 59 

Private D. .. .. 1 1 Drill order. No jacket 16 .. .. 1'3 .. 
I 

.. 1,200 .. . . 70 . . .. 67 58 

" 
.. .. 1 1 Drill order .. " 24 .. .. 1'8 .. .. 1,740 .. . . 120 .. .. 69 59 

Private O. .. .. 1 1 Drill order. No jacket 18 .. .. 0'6 .. .. 1,000 . . . . 5 " .. 67 58 

" 
.. .. 1 1 Drill order .. . . 38 .. .. 0'8 .. .. 1,200 " . . 90 . . .. 69 59 

M.S.P. .. .. 1 1 Drill order. No jacket 32 .. .. 1'6 .. . . 1,070 .. " 0 . . .. 67 58 

" 
.. .. 1 1 Drill order .. . . 48 .. .. 1'7 .. .. 1,420 .. . . 122 . . .. 69 59 
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VII,-INFLUENCE OF PRACTICE UPON THE EFFECTS PRODUCED BY MARCHING, 

The influence of practice upon the performance of muscular work is well recognised, A soldier learns to march efficiently only hy 
marching frequently, He learns thereby how to accommodate himself to the demands of muscular work, The physiological explanation 
of this is well shown by the following comparisons, in which the length of the march was the same in each case, 

'" INCREASE IN PULSE RISE IN REeT AI. Loss OF MOISTURE INCREASE IN WEIGHT OF EXTERNAL 
'" 00 00 'l'EMPERATURE IN GRAMMES CLOTHES IN GRAMM"~S TEMPERATURE .0 oS 
0", 

"' Number of men ... " 00 ,S S " S S S S " El S " = ~ ..... :;:; " " "'" "" " a Ol) " " Ol) " " "" " " bIl 

" .0> " S ~ s .2 ~ s s " s s ~ .0 " :0 .0 
S 0 'x '2 '" " 

.~ '" '" 'S .., 
i ~ " > " " > " > " > ~ " ;:;: :iii "'1 ;:;: ~ "'1 ;:;: ~ "'1 ;:;: ~ "'1 

"' ~ 
------- -------- --- -- -- -------- --- ----- -- --- --- --- --- _._.-

M.S.P., untrained, , 
degs.F. degs.F. degs.F. degs.F, degs. F. 

.. 1 0 70 " " 2'2 .. .. 1,250 " .' 120 " .. 71 65 

" " " .. 1 0 72 " " 1'0 " " 1,000 " , . 20 ., .. 72 62 

" 
trained " ., 1 7 28 ., 

" 0'6 " " 960 " " (?) 0 .. .. 67 63 

" " 
.. " 1 14 40 " " 1'0 .' ., 1,160 " " 100 " 

., 61 52 

4-1st Battalion Yorks. at 4 2 48 40 43 3'0 
beginning of series 

1'2 2'1 2,100 1,250 1,700 580 200 375 71 65 

4--1st Battalion Y orks. at 4 7 26 20 22 1'4 
end of series 

0'5 1'0 1,700 1,050 1,300 370 0 154 67 63'5 

4-1st Battalion Yorks. at 4 14 40 16 24 1'5 0'7 
end of series 

1'2 1,550 750 1,200 520 

I 

50 245 61 52 

It is trne that these results are not strictly comparable in all the conditions, .but they show that after three weeks practice a man 
in full marching order can march the same distance over the same road with less fatigue than that shown when he performed the first 
march in ordinary dress. 
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1st 
Battalion 

Irish 
Fusiliers 
----

A. .. 
B. .. 
C. ., 

D. .. 
A. .. 
B. .. 

C. .. 
D. .. 

A. .. 
B. ., 

C. .. 

D. ., 

VIII.--INFLUENCJ<] OF SMOKING UPON THE EFFECTS PRODUCED BY MARCHING, AS SHOWN BY THE RECo"VERY 
OF THE PULSE DURING A HALT. 

Pul,e Pulse Pulse WEATHER 

Dress Pulse at halt, Smins. Differ· on Pulse. Differ· 
at rest Similes later ence return, Minutes later ence I 

7 miles Dry bulb I Wet bulb 
------------------------ --------- -------- --------

20 mins. later degs. F. degs. F. 

Marching order .. .. . . 78 80 72 8 94 80 14 { 58 55 
Slight S.E. wind. Cloudy . 20 mins. later 

" 
.. .. .. 104 100 96 4 106 92 14 

" " 
0 15 mins. later 

" 
.. .. .. 68 84 96 +12 104 76 28 

" " 25 mins. later 

" 
.. .. .. 52 72 64 8 80 76 4 

" " 17 mins. later 
{ 54 I 51 Marching order. Smoked 6 cigarettes 78 84 88 +4 108 94 14 Moderate S.W. wind . Cloudy. 25 mins. later 

" " 
8 

" 
96 120 100 20 116 98 18 

" " 30 mins. later 

" " 
7 

" 
80 104 92 12 116 88 28 

" " 20 mins. later 

" " 
6 

" 
60 68 68 0 92 52 40 

" " 25 mins. later { 51 I 48 

" " 
6 

" 
70 100 84 16 98 96 2 Moderate S.W. wind. Rainiug 

20 mins. later last half of March. 

" " 
6 

" 
96 100 80 20 102 110 + 8 

" " 20 mins. later 

" " 
5 

" 
72 100 76 24 86 100 + 14 

" " 20 mins. later 

" 
60 60 56 4 86 76 10 

" " 
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1st 
Battalion 

Irish 
Fuslhers 

A. .. 
B: .. 
O. .. 
D. .. 
A. .. 

B. .. 
C. .. 
D. .. 
A. .. 

B. " 

O. .. 

D. .. 

IX.-INFLUENCE OF DRINKING UPON EFFECTS PRODUCED BY MARCHING AS SHOWN BY THE RECOVERY OF 
THE PULSE DURING A HALT. 

Pulse Pnlse Pnlse WEATHER 
Pulse DIffer- on Pulse. Differ-Dress at rest at halt, S mins. return, Minutes later euee I 

3tllllles later ence 
7 miles Dry bulb I Wet bulb 

-------------------------- --------- ---------- ----------
20 mins. later de!!s. F. degs. F. 

Marching order .. .. .. 78 80 72 8 94 80 14 { 58 55 
20 mins. later Slight S.E. wind. Cloudy. 

" 
.. .. . . 104 100 96 4 106 92 14 

" " 15 mins. later 

" 
.. .. .. 68 84 96 12 104 76 28 

" " 25 mins. later 

" 
.. .. .. 52 72 64 8 80 76 4 

" " 
Marching order. Drank 600 cc. } 

30 mins, later 
J 55 I 50 

water before starting 66 84 72 12 96 78 18 
I Slight N.E. wind. Cloudy. 20 mins. later 

" " 
.. 88 100 88 12 112 100 12 

" " 20 mins. later 

" " 
.. 76 96 72 24 112 80 32 

" " 20 mins. later 

" " 
.. 56 60 56 4 86 70 16 

" " 
Marching order. Drank 600 cc. } 

29 mins. later 
{ 63 I 54 

beer before starting 84 84 72 12 98 84 14 Slight S.E. wind . Cloudy. 
25 mins. later 

" " 
.. 88 104 96 8 104 88 16 

" " 30 mins. later 

" " 
.. 90 116 76 40 126 100 26· " " 30 mins. later 

" " 
.. 72 76 60 16 70 72 2 

" " 
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X.-INFLUENCE OF THE HALTS UPON THE RAPIDITY OF RECOVERY FROM THE EFFECTS OF MARCHING. 

Irish Pulse at Pulse on Fmdlierf; Dress Pulse halt, Pulse 8 mins. Differ. return, Pulse. Differ. Dry Wet 
and at rest 3! miles later ence 7 miles Minutes later ence bulb bulb 

M.S.P. 
---- --------------- ---- ---- ------------ ---- ---------- --- ---- ----

degs. F. degs. F. 
A. .. Drill order .. .. 74 96 82 14 98 82 30 mins. later 16 48 45 
B. " " 

.. .. . . 104 104 90 14 112 100 28 
" 

12 48 45 
C. " " 

.. .. .. 70 100 74 26 106 88 25 
" 

18 48 45 
D. " " 

.. .. .. 60 76 76 0 86 78 35 
" 

8 48 45 
M.S.P .. 

" 
.. .. . . 76 112 96 5 mins. later 16 112 82 30 

" 
30 48 45 

A. .. 
" 

.. .. . . 70 116. 80 36 90 80 20 
" 

10 63 55 
B. .. 

" 
.. .. .. 94 108 80 28 116 94 12 

" 
22 63 55 

C. " " 
.. .. .. 70 84 72 12 106 100 10 

" 
6 63 55 

D. .. 
" 

.. .. .. 64 80 56 24 78 74 15 
" 

4 63 55 
M.S.P .. 

" 
.. .. . . 84 80 76 6 mins. later 4 120 74 20 

" 
46 63 55 

A. " Marchiu'g order. No great. coat 80 84 88 +4 96 84 20 
" 

12 70 63 
B. .. 

" " " 
92 96 84 12 114 100 15 

" 
14 70 63 

C. " " " " 
84 84 84 0 126 80 27 

" 
46 70 63 

D. " " " " 
66 84 76 8 100 80 27 

" 
20 70 63 

A. " Full marching order .. .. 78 80 72 8 94 80 20 
" 

14 58 515 
B. " " " 

.. .. 104 100 96 4 106 92 20 
" 

14 158 55 
C. " " " 

.. .. 68 84 96 +12 104 76 15 
" 28 58 515 

D. .. 
" " 

.. .. 52 72 64 8 80 76 215 
" 

4 58 55 
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